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Reservations Senator Barkley To Speak
Received For Tonight; Clements Replies
MSC Band
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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon,
August 4, 1955

ON WAY TO HIS ARMY TRIAL

MURRAY POPULATION 8,000

mrs. m.

G.

Vol. LXXVI No. 1-8-4

. Arrive In Philippines By
Airplane Early This Morniif

Carman Dies
Yeste-rday.

LOUISVILLE. Aug. 4 I - The
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Kentucky from the organization of
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duct that' officern a fair and impartial
1 N. S. iiitteasnpany on East
manner.
Main
1st Place -- 35 Pointe, and 3
se'
ParraN,Diver spin Iiiret -Triirn Mike Street,—
Division 3.. trappiecaught 011
I have lived in Murray since 1905, have
Stranak
and
the
been in busiPop-N-Ditre artificial bait.
ness in Murray, and know and have frien
Tackle Company; plus an Arbods
in
tat Place — 35 points, and
this entirt
a
earn Spin Kit, from the Fred
area who will vouch for me.
•
Falls City Minnow Bucket, with
Arbogast Company.
air breather innerliner; a '1..ttl
Artist H. C. Detje's sketch of the orbit for the recen
el
2nd Place -- 20 Pointe, and 3 Giant flah
tstringer; a nylon nunAny consideration you might give
ly approved satellite. The U.S. hopes to launc
me on Saturday,
h the N. 301 wh.te midget &embers now Dip Net; and three 'Owen
August 6 will be appreciated.
!
unmanned satellite about 300 miles above the
Earth's Lein the Bomber Bait Company. Crarip.e Rini all from the Lake
surface at 18,000 m.p.h. and would circle the
Clam B Division
Stop Grocery. on ,the East P Earth
every 90 minutes.
Tine r aos is for womeia and way. •
(International Soundphoto)
Sincerely,
minors under .16, only. It is pro2nd Place — 20 points, lied
3
vided so that everyone will have Pup-N-Dives
, spin size, from Mike
,n equal chance
Winning a Stranak
and
the Pep-N-Dive
..rand prize. The same point sys- Tackle Compa
ny.
tem as described under Division
Division 4, Bluegill caught on
LAWRENCE YUDIN, 45. hurtles earthward from
an eighth floor avtn.
A applies here. Extra points may artificial
dow ledge in Newark. N J., as tiremen
or live halt.
and volunteer, brace for
Aso be arquirod by submitting a
the
shock
Yudire father of four children, left
Let Place — 30 points, and an
s note saying "My
i.thoto of angler and •fah caught Arboga
family doesn't want rue anymore." His
CANDIDATE for CITY JUDGE
st Spin Kit, from the Fred
back is eroken but he la
,eith each entry.
expect
ed
to
eve.
Arbogast Company.
(internatiortat .,/unaph,oto
)
Division 1. Smallmouth or large2nd Place — 15 points. and
3
71outh .basi; caught: on artificial Lucky
Bunny bolts, from the
live bait.
Alien Tackle Company.
•
Division 5, Cattreh
caught on
Id Place — 15 Points, and a
I" ogress Ice Picnic Chest from pole and line.
• FIRESTONE TIRES and TUBES
1st Place — 30 points, and an
Murray Coal and Ice Company
Kit from
an South 4th; pito, 3 Pop-N-Dive Atbogast Spin
the
casting lures from Mike Stransit. Fred Arbogast Company.
• WASHING - LUBRICATION - POLI
SHING
2nd Place — 15 points, ard 3
..nd the Pop-NDive Tackle Company; plus 3 Ubangi !arcs from Lucky Bunny baits from the Allen
• ROAD SERVICE and AUTO REPAIR
:ie Allen Tackle i'ompany, Chico- Tackle Company.
plus, a • eFernous: • Fen riaome" (Division 8, Stripped bass caught
kit containing four Barracuda baits 'on artificial .or live bait.
• QUAKER STATE and VALVOLINE
1st Place — 35 points, ad 3
from the Florida Fishing Tackle
Pop-N-Dive spin size lures from
t'ompany.
MOTOR OIL
Mike Stranak
and the Pop-N 2nd Place — 20 Pointe, and a Dive Tackle Company; plus,
an
"Famous Foursome" kit front the Arbogast Spin Kit, containing
5
—PHONE 1626 —
Florida Fishing Tackle Company; a Ohio.
elus, 3 No. 701 white Bomberettes
2nd Place — 20 points, arid 3
an the Bomber .Bait Company, No. 5336 Bomber
Bushwacker
baits from the Heather'Salt ComTaxaxs.
pany,
Texas.
Enter as many times as
can, in each Division of the (
o oh.ch you are ,elitrible.
more timer; you enter, the goo' .
the chance of winning more Diva:en priaes and a Geind Prize.
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To the Voters
of the City of Murray

4e

Prizes

ar•

Chuck's Ashland Service
So. 4th and Svcambre

a

John W. Clopton

NOW READY TO SERVE YOU WITH

Consider Facts

A Sales Tax ill Take $4509000.00
Otit Of Calloway County Each
and Every Year

TO THE VOTERS OF MURRAY

•

On this coming Saturday you will elect
a City Judge. I am
asking all of you to stop and think who
would be the best man foithe jot—and I feel that when you have thoug
ht about the qualifications and expz.rience needed for this office
, that you will see fit to
cast your vote for ELIAS ROBERTSO
N.
My policy is to deal with each one hones
tly and fairly, to
carry out all of the duties of the office
.,of City Judge, to cooperate
with the other city officials , and to
conduct the City Court in a
friendly straight-forward manner.
I have

ran a

clean, honest race, and would appre
ciate

(based on 1952 retail sales)
Food and clothing and everything we buy
will become
more expensive. The treasury in Frankfor
t will grow
fatter and Colloway Countians will become less
prosperous. Bert Combs and his $100,000,000 sale
s tax must
-17ore defeated
it's more than anyone should be expected
to pay for the services of government.

your

vote.

Sincerely,

Elias Robertson

One of the hottest romentic. teams
,er to be filmed under a tropleal
oin are Jelin Pat lie and he iutitiil
I
Mary Murphy uho are ,hown
above in a *erne from "Hell's
bland;' which opens tomorrow In
Technicolor and VistaVision at the
Varsity Theatre. ,

•-•

•

f

naluelt.
•.arlOrSillalefleaarealleosAmaroormarrsaalalliaellarso.

Club News

Women's Page

ll'eddings

Jo Burkeen, Editor. . . Phone 694-M-4 or 1150-W.

Comedy Team
Ma'Split
Up Soon
Rs

ALINE MOSEY

time Martin insisted "we will work
together next fall because we have
Contracts."
' adt after Jerry" returned to
Hollywood the two separately apBy NEIRRIMAN SMITH
proaehed Paramount and NBC,
through lawyers and agents, to try United Pre*. White House Writer
WASHINGTON U — Backstairs
to get out of the contracts. The
employers are trying to reconcile at the White Haase:
The rich food. al Switzerland
the team, friends soy, "and it's a
matter of delicate negotiations must have adued to President
with everybody making different Eisenhower's waistline. At breakotters and counter-offers. Right fast the other morning with some
now Dean and Jerry both want to Republican members of Congress
at the Statler Hotel. the President
break an."
The boys are not due to work requested and received saccharin
together until their first TV saw for his coffee.
in September. But their 'associates
feel "this quarrel will be settled ' Normally Mr. Eisenhower does
one way or. another within the 'not eat much for breakfast. If
there are no guests and he breaknext 10 days."
-"I think they're still torch.ng fasts alone, his meal usually is
for each other and may fall back limited to fait uice and coffee,
On cccasion. he had been heard
into each Other's arms any minute." one associate of the team , to yearn for such big breakfast
said "It's like a marriage. A items as cornmeal flapjacks and
couple tries a trial separatiod and ' friend scrapple, but when it comes
to actual eating he put; aside his
winds up back 'together."
Hollywo.xl experts at irst ch:r- dreams and st:cts to juice and

' BACKSTAIRS AT TIM
WHITEITOUSE

Activities

In accordance with custom I wish to take
this opportunity to issue this my formal announcement of my candidacy for the office
of Conumonwealth Attorney of the Forty-amend
Judicial District composed of Calloway, Livingston, and Marshall Counties.

western slope of the Rockies at
Fraser. Mr. Eisenhower cooks for
his entire party and his breakfast
specialty is a pancake made of
a standard mix combined with
waterground corn meal.
Mr. Eisenhower's assistant, Sherman Adams, sees that the Chief
Execui.ve is well supplied with
New England's best maple syrup.

MILLIONS OF parts, thousands of tons of delicate and complicated
machinery, 11.570.000 square feet of area and upwards of 45.000
people ort the Pah' That's what Lasekteed Aircraft Coe-pc-riders
uses in producing aircraft ranging from bulged-top radar planes
for military, below, to domestic airliners.
VIRQINIA FLORES tries' to atria officer Ed Patton away from the
bathroom dc-or during • narcotic.; raid in Oxnard, Calif. Patton
found a -MC' eheff 1wfina:ly got In. Ten men and a woman were
arrested in a series oe raids In the Oxnard and 'El Rio. Calif.,
Ohms, largest swoop in Ventura county tirtory. (noterstatioe•I)

I was born on a farm in Ballard County
Kentucky, on July 10, 1920 the son of Bill
and Dovie Osborne. I attended High School
at Kevil. Kentucky, where I graduated in 1940.
Immediately upon graduation I enlisted in the
United States Air Force where I served on
active duty until December 1945. I am Still A
member of the reserve and have been since the
end of my tour of duty in 1945. I served with
the 9th air force in the European Theatre of
Operations where I took part in the following
battles: Central Europe, Rome-Aro, Southern
France, Normandy, Northern Vance. Ardenes,
and Rhineland. For my activities I was torte
decorated with the air medal. I wish to make
tt clear! I do not relate the record of my
military serY ices boastfully, I left too many
good friends over there to boast of my small
part. I did no more "ban my "share and no more
than I %cold pro: ably do again if needed be.

with St• HEFLIN
/
1
41 ,TI A I reran in
%Idn

Cre,te rears our el vibe slow

e AUTRY
CHAMPION
V1•..1d I
W•••••• 1,1110.•

ney General, Ira D. Smith, Judge Calloway' monwealth's Attorney. As Abrahams Lincoln
Circuit Court, W. P. Curtin. Commissioner
so Ably put it, "I don't believe you can fool
highways, and Clifford R. Barnes Commis- all of the people all of the time.",
sioner of Finance. Nowhere on the judgment
does Mr. Lasolters signature appear.

of

THE DOWNING CASE

There are only the papers in this file
I have never sought or held a political
Which anyone may examine in the Circuit
office or in any way been connected is ith
On the night of February 17, 1951, Charles
Court Clerk's Office. The style of the action
Ray Downing, a resident of Marshall County
political affairs. The office which 1 now seek is Calloway ('ourity and the Fiscal C'ourt of
beat his 15 months .0111
is one that must be 4110 by ati attorney and
. step-daughter Nancy
Calloway County on relation of Nat ',Ryan
can be filled is ithout removing one's self from
lisfried her multilated
Hughes, vs. The Commonwealth of Kegtucky Jo Clover to death
the active private practice of law. My sole and the Department of Highways of the Cuntbody in a hug pen, poured concrete over It
ambttieiss ere in - e 4)HOW said as4 in' morioealth of Kehtthelty. These. papers are, r11 and Mel from., MOMMIW-Ilkereiver- three years
politics. Because of this it is my belief that ( umplaint, 2 Demur. 131 Judgment i4) Satis- Federal And State Law enforcement officers
chased him and finally in the latter part of
I ran make the people of this district a comfaction. i5i Taxation of ('oat.
petent. impartial and honest Consmonoealth's
August 1954. he was arrested in Fort way..
It is apparent that Mr. Lassiter drew none Indiana, and brought back to Marshall Countj
Attorney, dealing fairly with all citizens that
come before the courts regardless of race. of these papers and in fart was not even preto stand trial. On the 20th of October, 1954.
creed, color, polities or religion. The Common- sent when they were drawn for his signature the ("fend Jury of Marshall County indicted
appears on none of them except the complaint him for wilful murder. This was the mond
wealth attorney is a prosecutor and if lie
where it was signed by Hughes on his behalf.. atrocious crime ever committed m the Stall
should he biased on prejudiced in any was
he can easily become a persecutor, for this so he did no work ohailloever in the case.
of Kentucky and rivaled the famous Lindbergh
reason the office should be filled by a comcase for sheer brutality. If ever a man deThe
deposition
of
Nat
Ryan
Hughes
taken
petent practicing attorney and not one with
served the maximum punishment this one did.
at his law office on 13 Os tuber. 1954, at 4
political ties and obligations,
yet he never got into the courtroom. Mr Lasbefore Essie Bailey a notary public, on Mom siter met
with his lawyers in the Judges'
I hate no particular staffing virtues that 5 shown that Mr. Lassiter made one trip Is chambers and the next any of us knew Dovuin
Frankfort
nonnection
oath
the
case
JIM
wave
before
reason
you and say. or this
I can
Here is
trig OAS gone from the County
that he was paid S.:7 la as his expenses on the
_141A11 should vote Inc me. LAilike__At.._tielitica.1
_happened: ..The judgement in the ism_
trip.
Anyerir
who
wishes
to
may
examine
this
influence, no
organisations, no
connections
recorded in Commonoefilth Judgement Book
with persos in high places, just me, my ode. depet.ition in the I intuit ( Curt t leek's Office.
No. 3 at page 110 in the Circuit COWS Clerk's
It
is
filed
in
the
action
of
Calloway
County
and boss. We would deeply and sincerely
Office in Renton and may be examined by any
et
Nat
Rsan
Hughes.
al
vs.
appreciate our vote on August iS and gise
interested. Mr. Lanater agreed to reduce the
you our pledge: Honett and efficient public
Another deposition of Mr Hughes in the charge to yoluntary Manslaughter and agreed
I ser% ice.
to a sentence of 10 years This means that
same action taken at the law (Mite of Robert
0. Miller. County Courthouse, Murray'. Ken- Douning will be freed on probation after servAs most of 'Cu know my opponent in this
tucky', on september 17. 1954. at 3:40 P. M. ing 3 years and 4 months. This is the first
race is Mr James LASIlater Of Murray, Who WAS
time in the history of Marshall Counts that
o'clork before Martha Bland, Examiner Calloappointed to the office ohich I RON' seek by
a man has ever been sentenced to the nen
way ('irruit Court at page 7 questions 51 and
itse present Goveraor. In Ail fairness to ma
without a jury being impaneled to Ds 71ke
52 show that Mr. I.voiter received for his
candid... 1 to the voters and citizens of the
punishment. Mr. Lassiter circumvented the
services as slated above A feel of 91412.50.
distil. I I feel it my duty and responsibility
jury in this CAM` fle.aare he knew he would
to set forth his record in public office so the
These facts are copied from the record
never get :I men from this county to agree
I voters may go to the polls on August (lb with
of the two above cases in tb. I Allooas (irruit to such radwilously loss sentence. We has ,
fall understanding of the issue in this race. Court Clerk's Office and may be examined by come to accept the smoke filled roam coo
Mr. Lassiter's record as Amon by the filies in
any citizen who cares to do so. And in My ferences in polities hut they should not b ,
the Ciresit Court 4:lerk's ofice in MArStifil humble opinion every taxpayer should go take introduced into our judicial system.
and ( alloway Counties Is as follows:
where Mr. Lassater grabbed
a look arid tate
91449.68 of his money for making one trip to
Frankfert during the time be OAS serving you
as your Senator,

rim

1

-

"BATTLE CRY"
CONDIIIONED

After my reles o from military service
'entered the l:ni.ersity of Kentucky, where
I received my Ise degree in 1950. Since grado
tion, I have been engaged in the general
practice Of law At Benton. I AM married and
have two sons Bill. 11 years of age and Tommy
6 sears of age. f am a member of the following clubs and organisations: Kiwanis Club.
Woodman of the World. Veterans of Foreign
Wars, American Legion, Boy Scouts of America, iCubniaatera Girt Scouts of America,
'President of Bear Creek l'ouncill, Marshall
county Fair Association iChairman of Board
of Directors, Marshall County Junior (.'hamber
of C'onurience, Marshall County Bar Asoocialion, Kentucky Bar Assixistion and University
of Kentucky .11umni Aa.sociation.

I

I ts1 !IMF,TONIGH I

AIR

SM.

_ Realizing that those who read this announcement are busy with their own affairs and in
all likelihood have something better to du,
I shall state the lisets of my background and
present endeavors in as short And col:liaise 11 a
LS possible and then let the matter real.

TRYING TO KEEP DOPE HIDDEN

Mighty Lak a Bird

THURSDAY, 'AUGUST 4, 1955.

Earl T. Osborne for Commonwealth Attorney

Locals

All sorts of kissing went on in
the White House press room the
other day. It was quite pristine,
however. as the girls on the press
office staff said goodbye to John
L Cutter, the veteranUnited Piaui
reporter who is leaving Wasting..
ton to head op public relations for
the Chevrolet division of General
Motors.
A calm and collected magazine
writer was sitting in the placid
White House lobby the other afternoon when the door to the conference room smashed open amd a
horde of reporters boiled ,out at
Ing
differentes
erupted
three
top speed, headed for the press
-months ago when Jerry went erst
room.
for a premiere of tne.r latest pie- used Martin and Lewis Wale great ,caffeet
The writer stopped one of the
--4ere-e:nci-Deest-eterred-heree. aest the .'--e--teem but divided- vosaigrogalls-j-thundering- herd- and asked what
He'll forget his diet, however,
all the excitement was about.
when he goes fishing this month
"'Space travel,- shouted the imin Colorado. -Camping out- on the
patient reporter.
"DOn't hand me this fOolls11-however. since their separation rims." snarled the author. -If you
both have been Pressed with offers haven't gut time to talk, just say
for single performances.
Major film studios have showered Jerry with comedy roles
The " excitment naturally was
Dean has been asked to star alone
.r. musicals. Both have received about Mr. Eisenhower's approval
lucrative offers from TV and,Broad- of plans to go ahead with construction of experimental satellites
way shows.
'Those offers may- really drive to whiz around the world in outer
Them apart.' the associate adds. space at 18,000 miles an hour.
The anncuncement led to all
"F.ach is tempted to prove to the
world. himself and the other that sorts if speculation around the
he has the talent to stand on his White House abeut the. future.
Such as. Will the President estab,iwn "
One Paramount 'rzurce said the lish a summer White House or.
studio insists the boys work to- Saturn'
gether. or they'll have to bey back
their contract Other sources- said
Chances are good that the Eisen the studio was trying to work out bowers this year will spend their
a new contract that would allad - first Ctristnias -at 'Witte- In' Getthe _team to take outside- lobs •fs;tysburg, the-- theory being that
singles.
they will want to be close to
Their Paramount contract was Washington rather than in Augusone of the MOSI lucrative in show ta('Ga, when the time nears for
business - 5 million dollars for the arrival of their fourth granathe next five years at one picture child.
a year. They also hold deals with
The President and Mrs. Eisenproducer Hal Wallis and with NBC howeer may. however, make a
TV
Thanksgiving trip to Georgia.
United Priem Staff C'orreapoodent
HOLLYWOOD art — Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis are negotiating
with NB:-TV and Paramount today to split up the famous team.
a.nd friends believe that within
10 days they'll dec:cle whether to
break up or make up.
Wnether the curly-haired singer
and- the rubber-faced comed,an
will "divorce" nearly has pushed
the eternal question et Debbie and
Eddie- out of Hollywood conversation.
Dean and Jerry's long nr.oulder-

F
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RIDERS01-.
riff'Hamm
PhVE5

l'ssT II LING intricate electrical
-vstem of luxurious Constellation is typical of tasks confronting cnrrow,-,:.
'
One

While Mr. Lassiter as ••• serving in the
Senate Calloway County was having trouble
;collecting from Commonyve•Ith of Kenuicky
for a Bridge it had destroyed by moving a
piece of heavy equipment oser it.
On March 4th, 1952, the General .Assembly
of Kentucky p.ased house Resolution No. 55
which had been introduced by the Representative from CalloN ay County Mr. Owen Billing ton. This Retolution allowed Callovvay County
to sue the Iommono ealth of Kentucky for
damages to the bridge ill All amount not to
exceed $22.O00.0e.

LAST TIMES TONIGHT

''OPERATION
MANHUNT"
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
AT SPIAWLIN
California division plant in Burbank workmen are often dwarfed by
such production line featurcs
as three-bladed, 15-foot propellors on giant 68-passenger
.a irlinars

CONCLUSION

GOLO BRIDGE AFFAIR

On April I. 1952. the Vestal Court of
Calloway County passed a resolution directing
the County Judge and County Attorney to
employ Me. 1.111e'OPT I', assist in the preparation and prose, itior of a suit against the Otate
a recover for the -image to the bridge.
1952, the ounty Attorney Mr.
Nat Ryan HUr les prepared a suit and filed
it in the ofIne of the I. introit (ourt Clerk:
this suit was prepared by Mr. Hughes', on his
typeo riter, on his paper, and signed by him
on behalf of himself and James Lavatiter. There
is no evidence in the record that ale Leasinr
did any 'work whatsoever in the preparation'
of the suit.
On JUT e

III

On October I. 11i51,•the Calicos:ay ( ircult
Court fostered an...agreed Order and Judgment
awarding the County 815,000 00, This judgment
was signed by Nat Ryan Hughes. Attorney
for Plaintiff. John ('. Talbott Assistant Attor-

AS you know there was an attempt made
to eta er up this entire affair, and it ors (covered up until a Murray Newspaperman went to
work and exposed it. After the thing had
been brought out in the open the Fiscal Court
held an investigation and required the is icloN.
of the late Hall Hood and Mr. Nat Ryan
Ilughes to repay the county all money thea
had received as fees in the ase. V1111( W VS
MR. LASSITER NOT REQUIRED TO RE,- CND
IIIS ALSO?
He was A public official is hen he took it
the same as the other too. The re( i,rd
that Nat Ryan Hughes did all of the work in
thc ease, in fact he ',forked on it for two
years before Mr. Lassiter ever heard of it, yet
he was allowed no fee whatsoever and I.ittle
Jimmie went galloping siff yvith $1449.68 and
a pat on the back. In my humble opinion this
affair nerds another investigation. Senators
have no more right to aliarfe the ta•payers
for their services than County Judges and
County Attorneys If it was not fair and legal
for one to collect a fee then it is as not fair
and legal for the other, and in any event the
ice if any, should have been paid lo the man
who did the work.
The record is clear and there can he no
doubt about it James Lassiter charged the
taxpayers of Calloway County 111449.0a for
making on trip from Murray. Kentucky', to
Frankfort, Kentucky while he was seesaw;
them as their Senator. Now he in asking the
same taxpayers to vote for him again for Com-

fully realize that ohene%er a candldite
for public offiee Warta talking about his opponent some people immediately start the cry
of "Mud Slinging'. I am sore' this charge will
he made to the above statement and in rrbuttel
to it I wish to point out that if the above
I', 'Mud" it came directly out of the Court
records of Calloway and Marshall C•unties
and was plsred there by my opponent. There
Are mans other things tat I could talk about
sue as hoo he procured his appointment to
the office he noss holds against the rocillgoso
forbiddance of Section 44 of the Constitution
of Kentucky. lloo the bill creating th• office
was rigged AS to its effective date so as tO
stall off an election for a year and a half and
many, many other things. I tar purposely
chosen to stick with the public mortis so there
can be no doubt As to the accuracy of is hat I
have said.
%. the people of Calloway ( minty know,
ms oppiment oafs elected to the State Senate
and quit his oMce leaving it vacant for 411..-t
a yraral. have rioter before sought or held A
public ark e hovie'Ver, I belles e with all heart
Call improf C upon ms opponent's record. All
I ask is that you the voters give me a chance
to shoo is hat I can do. Every man is entitled
to one chance to .41)C'tellill, rtly opponint has
had his and failed. 1 only ask for mine.

S.

•

Respectfully submitted,
EARL T. OSBORNE

.
V

Belden, Kentucky

Vote For Earl T. Osborne
HELL'S ISLAND
'JOHN PAYNE • MARY MURPHY

cLOSELY LINKED with Lockh.
,
tifak t.ar.ni,ortation. Its big trucks and Leiters ale snore than
transpoit
vehicles- they air an extension of assembly liros that produce
components of _aircraft. International trucks. likc that shadowea
above by Constellation's noje, virtually tie company's three
Call.
f"rrila factories togethen

Candidate for Common‘sealth Attorne% 42nd Judicial Distrir
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Over 400 farmers and bankers
attended "Kentucky Day" at the
U.S. S Oil and- Water Experiment
Station near Coshocton, Ohio, on
July 7. They were roost 1 moresGed
with the basic research work being
conducted and the practical application and new cultural practices, forestry management and
.ire the cause of the high water utilization methods.
'cost of living.

New Idea for Old Baths

HAVE YOUR HOME TREATED
now against termites. Five year
rarranite insured. We spray for
FOR SALE: EXTRA NICE General
ants, moths, silver fish, mosquitos,!
THE SMALLEST ACREAGE OF
Electric washing- ma:-hine with
roaches, and chinesa elm trees.
The need for industrial developSOMETILLNG'S WRONG HERE. CORN on record was planted by ment in areas of underemplo
pump. priced at $79.511 Exxhaoge
Kelly Erste inator and Frit ACio3c
yed
Recently
'Kentucky
I have been asking farmfarmers in 1955. Only rural people was recently pointed
Furniture Co. Pbone 877.
Kelly Produce Co. Phone 441.
MC
era what they think their prinover 2 million acres, with cut by Under-Secretary of AgFOR SALE: 3 - PIECE LIVING FOR SALE: TWO USED
, cipal problems are. One, ao ex- an estimated production of 76 ricultore,
AgrientlTrue D. Morse, when
rocrn •ulte, coffee table and step- tural Mower's-eft. in good
SiNVELOPL
in,
entiseELCain
t.S, EN. cellent young farmer in Todd million bushels, is the official
'condihe cited the results of a survey
tip end table, all for te low lance tion. See at Stokes Tractor
(elopes,
up
to
10 x 15. Brown County, answered by giving this ssumate. A few years ago
arid
it in the South. He said that each
039.50 Exchangn Furniture Cu. Implement Compaey. E. Main St- drop envelopes of any size t example of one of his own probe required more
than 3 million acres additiondl 100 factory workerg in
'Atone 877
•1156.
A6C
AC 7ou ne-d ciasp envelopes sal. ; lents. In 1947 he purchased a to produce that much gram. This a community brinns 296
more
at the Leaser and Time-, °Mee I tractor for $1,690, paid for from reduction in land used for corn
FOR SALE: 6 - BOOM HODSE FOR SALE: NEWLY BUILT
people, 112 more households, .51
3
. departmen„ Perfent for the proceeds of the sale of ap- will permit -larger acreages of
pi1414
with 2 acres of land on CaLchvater bedroom
more school children. 174 more
home. 314 Wood's wn.
•
One-third of the 44,500,000 being adapted to functional anci
proximately 770 bushels of corn. alfalfa and pastures, which reminds workers,
Road.
mile from College. Phone Owner leavings town. Ph. 1480-W.
4 more retail stores, 107
United States decorative use in bathrooms.
at
$2.20
us
bushel.
per
Now
that
he
needs
August
695-J-1,
is GREEN PAS- more passenger cars. and adds bathrooms in the
A6C
A4P
are over 40 years old, Practical Flanking a white or colored sink
MONUME.NIS
a new tractor and finds that one TURE MONTH, the time to sow annually $590.000
more personal Builder magazine estimates.
and topped by a counter of ceFOR SALE. ANTISUES. CORNER FOR SALE: JOHN DEER.w. Trailer Murray Mamie and Granite winks. in the same relative class costs alfalfa and renovate old pastures.
income. $360,000 more retail sales
Wtile plumbing fixtures will ramic tile or other suitable matables, chairs, manble top tables. Mower-Good Condition. One used Builders of fine memorials for 13.900. His corn will bring
only
last this long, they become out- terial, ponderosa pine cabinets ofand $270.000 more bank deposits.
rockers and many other tings. Call team mower, in perfect condition. Over half century. Porter White, $1,50 per bushel, thus requiring
of-date in styling and conven- fer plenty of shelf arid hamper
Manager. Phone 121.
1374-J
A6 C about 2500 bushels or 34. times
ience. Obsolete plumbing dates a area for clean and Soiled towels,
A6C One team stalk' cutter-like new.
house and this, the magazine says, linens, and laundry in space preat Stokes Tractor and Imple- WANTED:
wriz. DO IRONING more corn than was needed in
goR SALE Oft RENT: LARGE See
mates the bathroom e prime tar- viously wasted.
ment Csainpany. Tel. 1156.
1947.
If
farmer
John
had
2600
AC
Las
my
home.
.111cdt.r11
Call
Since warm, attractive color is
Mn. Buel Stalls.
get for remodeling. Even old
house, newly decorated
A.5c
bushels
corn
of
in
foe
market
Tel.
1273.
honses of modzst size are getting one of the first considerations in
leas than block ..oni College. Also FOR SALE: 1950 Oldsmobile, good
1947, he could have bought a
bathrooms agleam withceramic today's bathrooms, wood cabinets
furnished apt. for rent. Bilbrey's rubber all alound. Will sell at a
fit in well. They can be decorated
MONUMENTS
tractor and had 1800 bushels left
tile, glints and chrome.
Cane, East Mein St.
berg/fin. Call 776-J or see Marvin Calloway Monument
Storage space is a major inno- in any color to suit the other fixCompany on for other expenses and farm and
Howard 114A6 Pogue St.
tures, walls and floor, and can be
planbathroom
A4P West Main Street near College. home improvements. Today
vition i modern
his
n.ng. Wood kitchen cabinets are redecorated at will.
Vester Orrin owner. (Vice phone Intoblem is hisw
FOR
TOMATOES FOR
85. Horne phone Wit
A8C 1 his needed equipment.
canning. Call 605-R.
•
A4C
uneral Wreaths
' The cost of tractors and other
farm expenses is geared to inand Sprays
dustrial income and labor costs.
Artistically Arranged
. with their quick tax write-offs.
LOST
NEW 18x24 TARPAU: . n guaranteed annual wages, unem•
NOTICE: AUGUST SPECIAL $10
for $8 50, cold wave permanents, between Lynn Lassiter's and ware- ployrnent insurance and the like.
house
on South 4th, early Wed- The farm counterparts of these are
$8.50 for $6.50 and $850 for $6.00.
Ask about our free cooker and nesday morning. Reward. Lynn "production control" and "price
Lassiter.
Ph 1753-J
ASP supports." The support price of
deep try to be given away. Jean's
15th at Poplar - ('all 479 Beauty
wheat dropped from $2.24 per
Shop. Call 1091 for apbushel in '54 to $2.08 in '55. Parity
pointment. 103 North 5th Street.
price is now $2.52. The support
A5C
price for 1956 is announced at
WANTED AT ONCE: 1st CLASS 81.81." While one arm of the
Mechanic, apply to Bill Solomon government announces lower sup;Min Qt Murray NU:slam_ No phone ports for farm products, - another
_.11 the voters-a_ Calloway 'County elect me to the
calls please. Murray. Ky
It looked like a pagoda with a
TFC arm increases the minimum wage
Legislatu
re of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, I will
scale from- '75 cents to $1.00 per porch, but it was only a Victorian left-over- whose heyday was
be free of any political obligations; and will be in a
hour.
long past. So. the owners of the
In the face of these lowering pre-World War I house in the
PEOPLES BANK BUILDING
position to vote my best judgment and the wishes of
farm prices and rising labor Ind "Before" picture (right) rornodFOR RENT: MODERN 4 ROOM industrial income, consumers are eled7 Their efforts paid off in the
my constituency.
,pt., clectele heat. Available Aug. being misled in believing that oblately Colonial home above.
For all of your real estate needs,
check with us first We 15th. R. W. Ghucht11.
Remodeling was extensive inPk 7.
A4C farmers and their government supside and out, but cost plus the
kleVe a Large tele.ctio9_./
1
44.c4w4F.o joropeoly 110,4, iasa!luciava
I am not in the insurance business; and -if elected-, original
price of the house totaled
ia
Eli Guy Spann
only half Of what the house is
are city houses arid lots, farms,
your Representative I will not be engaged in selling inlake property and busi- [Female Help Wanted
worth in today's market.
•
John Parker
Inside,
ness opportunities.
The first step was to remove from a the house was changed siirance caTrIc`trIO -ThrebirriniAltellith'
Curna Wayne Dora
o
- f'Kentucky. I
one-family to a duplex,
5.
the oversized porch which had with a private
entrance on the left do not have, and will not have if elected, large insurance
WOMEN WANYED RIGHT NOW.
shut
out
sun light from the liv- for the upstairs
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
apartment. A
Address, iii post cants Mast
Following are a few of our many
ing -oom. Next
Administration has been grant- octaison corner the rounded, half- kitchen had to be installed up- contracts for the State-Ltooking me in the face each time
listings:
bitVe good
on the left was stairs, arid a new
handia(itimg. Box 73,
bathroom on
ed by tne County Court Upon the: squared off. Four useless dormers
Belmont, Mass, .
am required•to vote on an important issue concerning
A4P following
each floor. The old first-floor kitchestates:
were removed to simplify the roof en was remodeled
• For $15,000.00 we offer you a
to include a my constitue
two
Beulah
Terry,
Deceased,
ncy. I will not have Insurance contracts
bedroom
house
dining nook, and appliances and
located on Sycamore Ext. This home
McCoy Tarry.
Acknaustrator,
has a large living POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
The "new" house is clean-lined, new wood cabinets were arranged which
L
yield
more profit than the salary of a Representaroom, dining room, kitchell,--and den.
The
and Times is author- Sedalia. Kentu_ky.
with white clapboard siding, and in an L-ahape to make best use
It is completed : ized toLedger
.ith a. a ity. room an
announce the following
T. cc.BaStliIII. Sr.Deceased, a dark gray-green roof of fire- of space
tttVe:
lame doable garage. The in- candidates
subject ton the DemoThe basement was rebuilt to
terior is plastered. It has a large screened
T. Rafe Jones. Adnurustrator, iesistant asphalt shingles.
The house now has fewer wins serve both families. One-half is a
II and is located on a lot 100x150. An extra in back porch cratic Primary August 6, 1955. Murray, Kentucky.
• doses, but they're larger, arid prd- recreation
room, a 4uarter is g
For State Senator
HewItatt Clark. Deceased,
75, is included in thisseAleal, The home large lot, 25x, vide more air and light. All stock heating and utility area,
No one will be able to say to me; "If yoa don't vnta____
is locsted-osi----te-i _George E. Overtify
Mmnie-Hcron ett,ActrnMtatrain 1-turitincrf-pondernsa pine, the new remaining quarter is a and the
paved street, has plenty of shruner
laundry.",
George W. Pettit
y and several fruit
in
keeping
windows
trix, Murray, Kentucky.
with my wishes, your State insurance hilliness
are more uniform in size The laundry rOom contains a
trees.
For ' Commonwealth Attorney
and shape, as called for by the kitchenette to be used for
Gertrude Mayer, Deceased,
"re,t Will be taken from you and placed with
architectu
James M. Lassiter
ral
simplicity
another-who
of
the
room"
parties.
Jeat Steely, Executor, Hazel,
house. AU sash are removable for
For State Representative
To keep down heating balls, the Will vote in keeping with
• We have a beautiful brick
Kentucky.
my
wishes.".
In
short,
I will be
homi*-4ocated near the
cleaning
easy
of the outside of the large house was fully insulated I
Garland Neale
college. This house has two large bedroom
All persons having clams ag iin- glass. The paneled front door and with mineral'
s,
wool. A new heating 'able to vote my best judgment .without fear of losing a
large
Owen
utility,'
Billing:on
a breeze-way and garage, cedar lined
it said estates are notified to pre- imposing frame are authentic system was installed,
with mod- I
For City Judge
sent them to the Administrator or Colonial.
large yearly income derived from State Insurance busiheat, insulated walls and ceilings, storm closets, electric
ern baseboard radiatinn.
John
W.
Ch.:4)ton
doors
and winExecutor verified 'accorttmg to
dows, a hreplace in the living room,
Unto
Robertson
venetian blinds,
law. not later than November lit
shower, lavatory, and dissappearing
Bob McCui ton
1955.
stairway in utility
room, and large bathrooms With cabinets
John
Rudy
Oury
R. B. Patterson, Clerk
and linen closets. This house was built by the owner and
For City Councilman
It is my belief that the voters of Calloway County
ITC
spared nothing to make it the best. If you are
interested in a good
have a right to know .how much insurance business
house, you should see this one.
my
se I

FOR SALE

FOR SALE: GOOD IITCYC'LE for
sale. Will sell cheap. Dan Roberts,
phone 1011.
A'F'".
FOR SALE: LIKE NEW TANDEM
type 5e12 utility trailer. Phone
1630. Lawrence Rickert. A-5C

Farm Facts

Victorian 'Pagoda' Changed
into Modern Colonial Home
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"Statement of Policy"

U.S.-SOVIET FARMERS ON TOUR

s

We -offer you a new three bedroom,
loekted on South 11th Street. This house hasbrick house
a large
ing room tinis,hed in knotty pine, nice
sized kitchen with
lots of cabinet space, colored bath with
utility room and car-port. This home has linen closets,
and is fully insulated. It is located on a niceelectric heat
East front. It is completed with a concrete lot with an
the street and good shade on the lot. This is drive from
an excellent
buy at $11.500.00.
• In smaller houses, we have a two bedroom
located on a paved street. for only $7,850.00.
This
has it full basement, colored bathroom
fixtures,
living room, kitchen and dinette. It is located
on
94x340, near the school.

house
house
large
it lot

C.

• Listed next is a 200 acre farm with . a
six room
house, completed with .a full basement. It
stall stock barn shedded on both sides, has an eight
large tobacco
barn almost new. Also, it has a five
acre tobacco
plenty of ponds, and a creek with year around base,
water.
This farm is ideal for stock farming. It is in
a
high
state
of cultivation. This is one of the best farms in
the county
and can be bought for only $16,000.00.
••For only $6.300.00 you can buy a good farm which
has a Grade A dairy barn, extra good tobacco
lintrse with hot and cold water and 61 acres barn, good
of good land
to be farmed. This farm is located oneoft of the„ 'blacktop litglIWify miff ifbourrOur mires from Murray.
• We Offer you a seven room house on Olive Street
near down town. This house is axed for two family
occupancy, has gas heat and part basement. This would
be ideal for someone desiring a place to live and has,.
an income from the extra apartment. If you would
la'
• interested in something like this, see us at
once. ,
• Among our many lots listed we have one large
on North )6th Street size 200x250. This lot faces lot
east
and has lots of shade. Will sacrifice for quick sale.
If you have property to sell, rent, or lease, please
list it with us, we promise you our prompt
and
ernest attention in each and every piece listed.
WEST MAIN ST.

'PHONE: day

48 - nite

1447
-

a
THE AMERICAN FARM DELEGATION, visiting Russia,
is pictured at a
collective farm near Odessa. William Lambert is shown
acceptir ;
bread and salt-traditional symbols of peace and
friendship-froin
bearded L. P. Omishchenko, oldest member of the
collective. At
bottom, Vladimir Matskevich, who heads the Soviet
farm group
touring the American corn belt area, presents Mrs.
Victor Weddle
with a book on Russian agriculture at a farm near
Mount Ayr, Iowa.
Mrs. Weddle comes from MatskevIch's home
town, She and her hpcame to the sthited Ssntes after their marriage In
Russia in"W.

As styled by an editorial on July 22, 1955, in the opponent's insurance firm has written for the Common, Ledger and Times wherein he, The Editor, piously claims wealth of Kentucky, during the four years ahe has rep'that he will not run any ads for Whiskey, Libelous and resented the people of Calloway County
in the Legis, in bad taste, then he proceeds to hold me up by name in lature. The
voters haves a right to know the amount of
, his press for ridicule. Despite the fact that I have been
premiums this business has produced-and what profit
buttering his bread to the tune of several hundred dolhis
insurance firm has received by virtue of such busilars over a period cf years. The ad in question was run
in the Murray Democrat, July 21, 1955. This is my ness. Such voters also have the right to know what
"POOHIE" to you Jimmie.
-aobligations were exacted of my opponent in return for
this "WIND FALL" insurance lAisiness. Any person who
I sat down just to see
is
worthy of your vote should be willing to publish a
What in mind would come to me
SWORN STATEMENT containing such information-Jumbling thots tumbling along
Then another said this is wrong
thus giving the voter the opportunity to be able to cast
LEDGER & TIMES. LITTLE KINDS
an
intelligent vote in the forthcoming election.
Censor the public your Press
Good Taste, and Bad, Whiskey Ad
MUD-SLINGING LITTLE MESS. '
I have never had the privilege of holding an elective
Your editorial sounded dead
office. My opponent has been representing you in
the
Why not tell theta what you said;
Legislature for the past four years-and is asking reWhy not run it and let them see
Just how vicious you can be
election for the third teem. his brother, Guy Billingto
n
You pulled yourself off the shelf,
and
insurance partner, has been representing the people
Unknowingly made a monk of yourself;
of the City of Murray -for the past seven and
If you had any sense of fair play
one-half
You would publicly make an apology.
years as. a membej _of the City CtittlICII of.
the city of
You assiired me'youwotrid win
Murray-Land is asking re-election for his fifth
_term.
Just wait _until _the_eute.s „come
}under
'Sfia - Circumstances, I feel that I am
THE WORKING MAN KNOWS WHERE YOU
not out of
! line in asking for your vote for Representative.
STAND
'
Get ready Jim you are going to land;
Of all the silly stuff you do
A VOTE FOR GARLAND NEALE WILL TAKE
YOUR
Why bite the hand that's feeding you?
If-your customer's 'taste is had
REPRESENTATIVE OUT OF THE STATE INSURANCE
I'll pay your way back to Dad.
BUSINESS AND PERMIT HIM TO VOTE FOR
THE
IF YOU DON'T LIKE YOUR UNCLE MURRAY,
BEST INTERESTS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY
.
IF YOU DON'T LIKE THE THINGS THAT WE 1)0,
"THEN GO BACK TO THE COUNTRY YOU CAME
FROM
DON'T BITE THE HAND THAT'S FEEDING YOU."
Respectfully Yours,

August F Wilson
July 24, 1955.

Signed:

AUGUST

Garland Neale

F. WILSON
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What's New This Is The Last Month Of
In Washington The L&T Fishing Contest

..,..-- .03i

Livestock
Market

Rules

1. Any citizen is eligible to enter.
4. ninc
sase of a tie, earliest entry
II
•
lii
Men must enter Class A: womwins,
en and minors who have not at5. Contest opened to fish
By HARMAN W NICHOLS
caught '
tained their 16th birthday must
,* lib. oil
N
United Press Staff Correspendent
between April 1st and Augui
Is
t
enter Class B.
• VW
31st,
WASH
inclusive,
INGTON t ---What•s new
(April 1st through Augu
A
st
31st,
1955
6.
,
TEN
*q.t. LI III I°
inclu
EXTRA POINTS may be
in Washington:
sive)
IL The person in each class who
,
N
ST. T.OTTIS NATIONAL STOC
obtained by any entgant who
I I OA"
•
Apparently the American news- nahinc Contest
obtains the greatest aggregate
00 RO
enclos
es
a clear photograph of YARDS :lis - Livestock:
paper contingent which went t-.
fig
i
numbe
r
of
points
from
all DiviTHE LEDGER AND TIMES
S
Hogs 6.000. Moderately acti
yourself and fish with each
the Big Four summit conference in
sion Classes will be declared
,barrows and gilts steady to
entry.
winner of the contest in their
Geneva had a little time for shop- Murray, Ky.
riul
7. The object of the contes
CLASS A I /
CLASS B ( )
agpi.
t is ton cents lower. Sows fully st
Class and awarded the Grand
ping Anyhow.- a sign was posted
;Class A - Contest for men:
enter as many times as powi
.i instances 25 cents higher.
dies
Prize,
B
for
'
their
on
Conte
Class.
me
bullet
li
There
for
in
board
will
tuvior
cf
the White
women: also
s who have not attained lath
and
ble' in each Division Class
birthday at time of catch. If
mull No. 1 to 3 200 to 240 lbs 15.50
be
a
Grand
Prize
is
for
House
by
both
press
a
junior
A
room
entry
which read
write age, birth date on border.)
,,
thiuns, tahcequG
with
's 4Iff"
irreantdheprgire
zea
. test pos-116-00: few 250 to 270 lbs 15 00
and Class B. All other 1st &
Left on press plane from Geneva:
It
sible number of points so
day
I hereby certify that I caugh
as to : 15.5 50: 150. to 170 lbs 13.25 to 14 ,
2nd winners will receive prizes
t
the
Fo-e
fish
tubes
described and that the folef assorted mustard , lowing statements are
.
1120. to 140 lbs 11.50 to 12.75; so
and
as Indicated.
true:
8
and
No
one
one
pepper grinder Reward."
connected with the Led- 400
10 d
lbs down 13.25 to 14.50: fc
ger
and
Times, or any sponsor- :at
S. Points will be awarded upon
breal
Kind of Fish
14 85: heavisr "sows 1050
ing concerns is eligible to
143
Rep. James C. Wright. 'the Tex3
Dottie Caught
'the basis of the largest fish
win
„Wi
12.50; boars 7.00 to 11.50.
bY
any prize,
is Democrat. told his talks in a
weight receiving a 1st. nes-,
and
.
3000. Calves 700. Openl
..
Weigh
t
blank
s may be obtained I- 1 Cattle
news letter that Waehington is bee
largest a 2nd. All points will 9. Entry
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usrywhso
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' early sales
adingapp
will
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Girth
9
li
good and choi
be
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a
Dutch
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oven.
at
the
But
he
added
end
of
the
that
the i
house
!steers about steady at 2000. to 21
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makes
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feel
or
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State
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Times Fishing Report.
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about it first The lady said: Line
i
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I- "CoOditions related
an Ft Dt secretary. The numbers and letter
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ng slow,
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Varies
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I
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4-H'ers Eliminate "Accident Haves"
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INVOLVED IN SATELLITE PROJECT

SPEAS
APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED

VINEGARS
BEETS • CUCUillifin. ONIONS

1
1

o BEHIND the announcement by
President Lisenhower that he
has approved construction
of an
earth satellite (unmanned) to
circle the globe as an "artificial
moon" for peaceful purposes, are
some of the experts on outer
apace and ways it can be reached.
Among them are Professor Hermann ()berth (left), who is credtted with inventing the V-2 rock. et, and Dr. Wernher Von Braun
(bottom), famous rocket expert.
He is shown checking a model of
his four-stage rocket at Anaheim, Calif. He heads the Guided
Missile Development Center at
RedstoneArsenal,Huntsville,Als.

FOR THE BEST PICKLES

TER MART.' otherwise
known as Mary C. Tobin, Irt'flit
disaster projects analyst. administer, the Ft'DA program of
granting emergency fund• .0
areas bit by natural disasters.
She has a direct line to the White

1

1
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STREAMUTE
SAMSONITE'S

Mors
Seurnsyrr, $27.50
Wardrobe $15.00

ladies' Personal
00$., 517.50

House.

Allorire s slur toe

tiCIDA Photo,

The most popular luggage in the world
because it's strongest . smartest!

VOTE FOR R. S. (B
OB)

TRIGG

Exclusive Streamlite Samsonite
Advantages!
1. Unique tongue-in-groove construction
guards your things
against dust and dampness!

of Middletown, Kentucky
for COMMISSONE
R

FlAt K

OF

V.INNEW

3. Holds more clothes in less space -wrin
kle-free!
4. Modern, non-tarnishing brass locks!

modern tapered shop*
mokei for
compact packing,
essy traveling.
Holds more, fits in
much less space!

Stroamlit• Sensiewitio
(Owes

2. Six better-than-leather finishes resist
scuffs and stains - shine
like new with a swish of a cloth?

AGRICULTURE
• Mrytt quAlified ,andi
date-graduate of I . of K%
ollege "I
Agrieultur•, firmer: teacher of
oeational Atricultur
• Will stork for hither
net Income for farmers.
• R
ommends term insurance
• `Pet ed K•niii; ks farm•rs as to Protect mortgage liability
General Manager of Reattach)
Farm
Kureau Mutual Insurance CC
• 46 sears of age' father
of 9 children.
• Unaffiliated: look
Da- the name TRIGG on ballot Augus
t (• Appreciates sour
support In Democratic Primary
A

iii

SADDLE TAN
ADMIRAL SLUE
BERMUDA GREEN
ALLIGATOR FINISH
COLORADO IIROWN
RAWHIDE FINISH

Lindsey's Jewelers
Murray, Ky.
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Relives Child Slaying
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Ike's Son
In Dark On
Second Term

the While House.
Clairence Baugh, 17-year-old
"You've really put me
Chicaon the
Wrgo jouth oho has confe
spot. hawen't your he
ssed orally
replied with
to the hideous•July 4th
a
smile
slaying of
. He then said he doesn
8-year-old Mary
't
5Lanzo, shows
know and doubts that
'anyone
police how - he placed
her paperdoes."
%%rapped body in an unuse
d south
Maj. Eisenhower did most
of the
side underpass. He also led
officers
talking but his wife, Barba
ti a burled length
ra, and
of pipe with
7-year-old son, David, also
which he said he beat the
answerchild.
ed questions. Then
the three posed
(International Soundphoto.)
for picturees with the
By PATRICIA WIGGINS
other two
children, Barbara Anne, 6,
United Press Staff Correspond
aad
ent Susan
.
3.
WASHINGTON RP - Maj. John
A 1.7!-:e T-4-L for 3
to 5 days. Eisenhower, the Presi
"Clea
red"
Announcement
dent's soldierWatch the old tainted skin
Mrs. Eisenhower laughed
slough son, said today he is as
when
much
off leaving healthy, hardy
asked
if she was surprised that
akin. It In the dark as anyone about
not pleased with powerful,
the
President had announced at
instant- whether his father will seek
a
a news
drying T-4-L, your 40e
conference Wednesday that
back at second term
an drug store. Today
he was expecting his fourth
at Holland
grandDrug Co.
Young Eisenhower told rejor
ters child around Christmas.
he doesn't even know a hetha
"No," she replied, "I told
r the
my,
President himself has made up
his father-in-law he could say what
_
mind.
he wanted to say about it"
"I don't quiz him on that,"
Her husband seemed to
he
feel
said. "He likes to talk golf
and there was little chance their next
other things"
child would be born in the
execuStarts New Assignment
tive mansion.
The major and his family met
"There are no obstetric facili
ties
with reporters and photograph
ers at the White House, you know,"
SHOW STARTS AT
at nearby Fort Belvoir. Va.,
he
said, "and frankly I'd rathe
where
r
he has just been assigned
as aa have the facilities tlian the distincTHURSDAY & FRIDAY Infantry ihitrUctor at the A
- rmy tion of being born in the White
"RICOCHET ROMANCE" Engineers training center.
House."
The
second term question came
The major added that he was
starring Marjorie Main
up when Maj. Eisenhower
was hoping for another boy.
and Chill Wills
asked if his new assignment
He said his present assignment
would
Tun longer than his father's
tour in normally would last three years
and he hopes that will be the
•-•seimmemiommi
case.
He noted they will be close enoug
h
to the White liouSe for visiti
ng
while he continues "my own job"
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FEELING THE HEAT

Many Secret
Strides Are
Made Known

enemy countries and
serve as a
weapon launching platform.
Significantly. 100 of Germa
ny's
brightest rocket scientists.
including Hermann Oberth
and Wernher
van Braun, are working
now at
the Army's Redstone Arsen
al, Hunt_
vine, Ala. Von Braun
predicts
that 1985 will see a space
station
Oa
circling the eearth 1.075
miles
away,
By CHARLES CORDDR
Y
Other German scientists are
United Press Staff Correspond
spent
rinkled through other milit
WASHINGTON dr - The
ary s-r•
United
States decision to lanch
earth
satellites ciVed attention today
to
large and riteviously secret
strides
in the. military field.
The White House described
the
project
as "entirely
scientific,"
emphasizing the quest
for new
knowledge of the universe
for
everyone's benefit.
But the venture into "regions
beyond the earth's atmosphere
" is
based on years of military
research.
conducted in deadly compe
tition
with Russia.

FOR ATHLETES FOOT

LET'S CO BOWL
Reopening Playdium
Bowling Lanes

STROKE

bne Withers
Is Back In
The Movies

Mayfield, Ky.

August 5, '55 3rd Anniversary Spe
cial!
BOWLING 25c PER LINE
August 5 through August 20

AIR FORCE SECRETARY Harol
d Talbott rtleies his
handkerchief to
his Lacs during his stint
on the Senate Investigat
ions subcom
mittee witness stand in
Washington, where ins
business affairs
are under scrutiny,
J.I miel natio
nal aouttOpaofo.)

Bulletin Is

And, „purely military devices of
previously undisclysed powe
r will
be used to thrust the Ilyunraann
ed
vehicles into the frizstees of outer
space. 200 to 300 miles 'rom
earth.
Four rime* Rocket Speed
Until Friday's announcement, only
those privy to top national secre
ts
knew that the Defense Depar
tment
now can launch multiton
rockets
with the - gigantic thrust
needed
to reach a speed of 18.000 miles
an' hour. That is four times
or
more the top speed of rocke
ts
used so far in upper atmosphere
reSsearch.
Nor was it understood befor
e
that science now- can devise materials able to withstand tempe
raturea of several thousand degre
es
such as will be encountered on the
trip in and out of space.

will be informed a week
in advance of transactions that
By VERNON SCOTT
Just as science will erpand
might
its
accar on a state-wide level.
Hotted Press Staff Correspondent
• knowledge, so will the
military
'services garner vital data
HOLLYWOOD let - Remember
needed
Livestock dealers- are reque
Jane Withers?
sted . for intercmainental ballistic misto supply the Division with
She was the chubby, moon-faced
com- sties of the immediate future and
plete information concerning
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type who 20 wears ago playe
stock- • manned space ships of a perio
'til
—
d a
Air Cooled
d
er and feeder transactions,
nine-year-old "heavy" to
pure- that may be 25 to 30 years away.
Shirley
bred cattle sales, purebred ram
Temple's sugar-plum sweetness
and Such snips will travel 25.000 miles
in
ewe sales, disponal sales,
-Bright Eyes
and an hour, free of earthly gravit
---Y-11/111111.1311111r1-fr-W-eWer
y•
purebred and stock hog sates
--'
—elelli
The intervening years have been
Authorities said the purely
Frankfort. Ky. - The publicatio
milin,
both kind and rough to the Atlanta- of a weekly stocker
ttary.• importance of earth satell
The
and feeder
Division of Markets will
ites
born actress who began her caree bulletin was annou
r
nced today by assimilate the information and and more advanced vehicles can
in amateur nights at the age
the
be
gauge
Divis
d
by
ion
imagi
of
publi
ning
Markets of the
sh the tatal of stock tale
of
this natwo. She's been married and
tion's position if Russia got them
di- 1state Department of Agriculture.
activities each Friday. The repor
vorced. felled by a crippling case
t first
wal be mailee without cost
Department officials said that
to
arthritis and currently
the
bun tlailletin is
Nip-And -Tuck Rae*
designed to "Me ito euteratted persons .,stibulltU00
--vaistas two sons and a daughter
writt
en
request to the Dhusion
catalogu
for both ,I:tuyees And ;
Stfll moon-faced
faced and
d on the
That
a nip-and•tuck race is OR
office
in Frankfort. heavy side. Jane is making the
that 04,4
;
was emphssiasse iffieW
most startling comeback in movie
when a Moscow dispatch reporte
The primary.
will_h•Unary. The former bnignilj
U.S.
ttussis alin is planning- to launch
'Saturday and 'every' citizen
best
reme
mbered for her mtssingshould
satellites similar to 'America's
vote. As I am a candidate for
tooth smile and bangs-has lande
Military research has been headd
Com- •
fat role in "Giant," the Warner's
monwealth Attorney, I have unde
ed that way since World War
It
r- Version of kdna Ferber's novel
ended and both America and Rus.
taken to see and meet as many
A wavy Extr•vert
people
sia learned of advanced German
in all the counties of the Judicial
space ship projects, including one
Dis- Unlike many of her mean little
girl roles. Jane is a happy extrotrict as I could. I regret exce
that would focus ain's heat on
edingly vert who likes to
sit around and
that it has not been possible for
me chat about the good old days Sh:
to see each voter personally.
laughs easily an dote: on talking
WITH ITCH-ME-NOT
about her new 33-room mansion.
As most of you know, I beca
me "It's great to be back in picIn 15 minut-a after applying
the Commonwealth Attorney
Itch-Me-Not. If you have to scrat
for the tures." Jane said, relaxing between
ch
takes. "I haven't been in a movie
new Judicial District (compose
sour itch. yam:
. 40c back at any
.
d of for nine
years Now, all at once,
drug store. Apply it for any
Calloway, Marshall and Livi
exngston agents, publicity men and producer/
ternally caused itch, Ask for ItchCounties) upon its formation
are after me "
Me-Not
in
.Jun
today
e
at
HOLLAND
of last yeary This was the first
...RUG CO.
time since 1927 that a She noddeu toward the 'door of
Calloway County lawyer had serv
her
dress
ing
room Outside were
ed either as the regufive sharp
lar Circuit Judge or Commonwea
lth Attorney of the to give herlooking hustlers waiting
the pitch.
(Judicial District of which Call
oway County was a part. i :I've been swamped with offers
I thus considered my appointment
not only as a personal !since the picture began I've alhonor and opportunity to better
' ready turned down two script and
s
serve the people of my ;I
have three more at home that
home county, but it was likewise
a recognition for my I look pretty good.
county which it' had not enjoyed
in 27 years. Certainly "The studios have made bids
Calloway County is entitled to
continue to be represent- too They want me to do character
roles - delic
ed among the judicial officers
parts that I'd
of itiA circuit court. The live to do. hutious
I'm not taking any
presiding judge of the circuit cour
t is a resident of Mar- ' of them without the advice of
shall County and has no oppositi
on in this election for George Stevens," her director it
"Giant".
that office. The Probation and Paro
le officer is a tr,esident Jane met Steve
ns at a
of Livingston County. If I have
et
performed my duties as last year and the famed banqu
director
Commonwealth Attorney capably,
impartially and in a told -her she would be perfect tor
manner which you approve, I sinc
the blowsy, scatterbrained part
of
erely ask for your
Vashti
of approval and support
on next Saturday.
Thought He Was Teasing
"I thought he w
teasina me,"
Throughout this campaign I have
maintained as high Jane laughed, when he told me herbert W. Pike, Whitieg, Iowa, member of the
Ama standard of words and actions as woul
he'd
erican delegation now touring the
the next day But, by
d meet the ap- golly. call
he did. And here I am with
the U.S.S.R., stands alongside a half-farm heartland of
oroval of 1-tw abiding and courteou
size train in Khars citizens and -such a new career."
,tg.
kov, Russ
as would befit the dignity of
the office which I seek. At Jane pointed to three photo- train is ia's Gorky Park of Culture and Rest. The
the
top attraction for
this late hour I am determined to
continue, this same "graphs on her dressing table. -Mr getting them interestd in rail children, designed for
roading.
kids: Bill. 5; Randy 3,4. and
courteous, truthful and approved
_conductwas born.-Wendy, almost 7." said the proud
(International Soundphoto)
reared, educated, married and ,now live
and practice law mother.
in Calloway County. I served for over
four years in the Wendy looks exactly as Jane did
when
Army during World War II, eighteen
was a moppet So much
months of which an, in she
fact, that wherever Wendy
time was in overseas service. I`tliave
served the people of 'goes she is stopped by people who
Calloway County as A member of the
Kentucky Senate tell her she looks just like a little
now as Commonwealth's Attorney.
girl
You have had star. who used to be a movie
the opportunity of seeing my life and kno
w of my worthi- I "It happens all the time." Jane
August 2, 1955
ness or unworthiness and wh'ether I dese
"The other day I ran off one
rve your support - said.
TOTAL HEAD 838
of -tny first pictures. 'Ginger.' and
and commendation.
' her brothers kept yelling: 'Look
VEALS —
.
Wendy's in the movie.'
Goo
d Quality Fat Steers
If I am worthy, qualified, deserving,
$18.00-20.80
and in your ' "But Wendt is going to stay a
Medium Quality Butcher Cattle
little girl I was so bun' I misse
judgment have and will continue to serv
15,00-17.50
d
e as Common- the wonderful business of growing
Baby Beeves
wealth's Attorney in a satisfactory and
15.00-20.00
capable manner, up I don't want that for Wendy
Fat Cows, Beef Type
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To The Voters of
Calloway County
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Murray
Drive-In
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14 00 ts 17.00: col

viees. and industry. And, many
are
in Russia.
The nation that irst
ventured
Into space, authorities said,
would
achieve a tremenous phych
ological
advantage over any hostile
nation.
The space stations that ultim
ately
would follow could serve
an observation platforms for
ceaseless'
global reconnaissance.
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Farmers Visit Russ

SCRATCH-ME-NOT

SENATOR
HONEST - QUALIFIED - VETERA
N
He is a World War II veteran and
the
only veteran asking for this office.
The Only Candidate for This Offi
ce
FROM CALLOWAY COUNTY

Vote For

6
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Better
Schools

vote

king,

MURRAY LIVESTOCK CO.
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scel

enrol:mit*
in
TAN
BLUE

FINtSII
BROWN

— MARKET REPORT —
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock

and

•

I

George W. Pettit
for
STATE SENATOR

1 will humbly appreciate your support,
influence and
likovt.te at this election.
Sincerely You,

James M. Lassitel

Faces Church Trial
Deep in study 4. Rev. George
P.
1 Crist, Durham. Win . minister faring 10 counts of doctrinal devialion before a trial eornmittee of
the Northwest Synod of the ITnited
Church in America at Milwaukee..
Wk. The rhics.go horn minister,
convinced of the correctness of
his conduct, has refused allegesthins that he resign.
(filter/lath:vital Soundphoto.)

I

Canners and Cutters
Bulls
Fancy Veals
No, 1 Veals
No, 2 Veals
Throwouts
HOGS —
200 to 240 pounds
180 to 200 pounds
••••••••191F— -

•

•

_

10.00-12.00
6.00- 9.50
9.00-14.00
20.25
18.35
17.00
6.00-14.90
15.25
15.00

ger

(Calloway, Caldwell, Crittenden, Lyon,
Trigg Counties)

Democratic Primary August 6
YOUR VOTE and INFLUENCE WILL
BE
GREATLY APPRECIATED
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"lakiebe it's some kind it an out- whieh never niixas banter voth Plik.10•RTRIKIISS
o than the number recorded on the
I
Daviesso '1,419,214 bat rels. Foio !lot." '
he ..ays, shrugging his ghoul- pleasure - no one has tried to IN MACCACHUSETT$
'same date last year.
eight other 'counties pr.:oho-ea th
All I know is that it hasn't muffle Byrne yet.
_____.1 At least 19 pet-suns have died of
e
'remoinder of the oil.
•
i•hurt nis or my pitching this seaCasey Stengel, a nolo otop talkI the disease
. sink: the first of the
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but the annual
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Ile is tall, bland Earl of Wilton
-Someone a ho broke into a truck they call a "limited emergency.?
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By MILTON RICHMAN
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Hynes said he wanted to discuss
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United press Sparta Wilier
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It's the new winner in stock car competition

and it's winning new, young-minded friends faster
than you can say America's hottest V8.
Because of its liveliness, its looks, and because it holds
the road like it loves it-which it does.

Hzlen McCloy-
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THE TRUTH WILL
MAKE YOU FREE
1

One of the main issues in the Governor's
race is HOW each of the candidates will provide the money to finance the
school program -Bert Combs, who has
NEVER committed himself to ANY KIND
of a general sales tax, states that he
will work with the Legislative Research
Committee and the. Legislatuee whi
ch
YOU elect to provide the money.

a Bursa

hippy Chandler, who has refused to say
where he will get this money, has
three alternatives: a gross. receipt sales tax
; a raise in taxes on real estate; a raise
in personal income tax; or by mean of
state-owned liquor stores.
Does this mean that he would- repeal our
State Local Option Laws? Would
that mean That he would put a liquor store
in Murray?
Don't forget that Mr. Chandler is in the
whiskey business to the tune of $32,000.00 w hicb he has refused to explain.
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VOTE FOR
BERT COMBS FOR GOVERNOR
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Drive with care ... EVERYWHERE!

Come try it, won't you, if only,for the_fun of it!.

who married the girl with all that
money?" Byene ir.quired as a batter squared off eaiaaast him ear-.
, CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE
I found a late a_ • r t Who's Who
Sara hoard footsteps Capt. San- toe this*7. eon.
AND-41Wegeodimuised +ma theoreeterrnee shetves open
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,
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.
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For
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6 That's
• Chevro▪ let's "Tur.
• bo-Fire V8!" So efficient
that it needs only 4 quarts
• of oil instead af the usual
.
• 5. Shortest stroke of any
o V8 in the industry. Delivers
• more horsepower per pound
than any eligine in Chev• tokes field.
The most powerful 6's in
• Chevrolet's field - with all
• the advantages of Chevro; let's long leadership in
• valve-in-head engine design.

and-it's win'nin
C Whew, young-minded friends faster
than you can say America's hottest V8.
Because dl its liveliness, its looks, and because it holds
the road like it loves
which it does.

Helen McCloy_
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Two Sizzling 6's

It's the new winner in stock car competition
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Th• most up-to-dat• VS

like a Chevrolet 118!

Mb,

acti
to

(not even the
high-priced cars)
HAS GOT SO MUCH
TO GO WITH!

GOES

50

Hynes said he wanted to discuss
with elate officials ways to creeto
a pool of nurses, physiotherapists
and hospital facilities

NOTHING

Nothing -

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

than the number reeorded on the
saute date last year.
At least 19 persons have died of
the disease since the first of the
year.
The state Health Department said
12 of the new eases reported
today occurred in Boston, bringing
this city's total cases for the year
to 269.
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• Now tinginster4ng advancers
• on steering and suspension

464
3:
bell bziakags in
• steering gear roll with the
turn of the wheel to reduce
• friction. Glide-Ride front
•• suspension' rolls the bumps
• smooth.
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PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
504 Maple St.

'Phone 97

Murray, Ky.
Fvnie Ritshcsillmt

YOU'RE A BIG
FATHEAD

•
By ?taciturn
...15 STILL PRESENT, BUT 'ICU
AND I-AS MATURE MEN KNOW
IT'S DEAD-- VO(, EMBARRASS HER,
SIR- WHY DON'T YOU
.\\ DO THE GALLANT

Van

QUIETLY DISAPPEAR FROM
LIFE, SCRAPPLE,'

.e
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years.
to make a big impact, is to get Sill(
through it, magnetic storms, motion, as,,a part
I
of its participaThey'd forgcrtten all about me typed—like John
arnie rays, Ad the space above tion,
Wayne or Gary
oneof the most elaborate and
by the time I got back." Bob Cooper. That's fine,
V
he earth where the air thins
only I've been
mid ambitious exploratory efforts in
grinned during lunch at the 20th typed as a bullfigh
• !,(is.
ter.
history—an attempt to put an obCentury-Fox commisary. "Now that
"Look at it this way. .ncs matter
_ Thr p_ropc,sal fur the proj,set servatory at the
South Pole, a geoI've managed to sneak back .in how well a guy gets
,
riginat
typed as a
ed with the, International graphical spot which
has been
front of the cameras 1 still have to bullfighter he can't
4,,inmc
il of Scientific Unions. It is reached only twice
find regular
previously by
convince producers I'm not just a work waiting
around for _a_ chance
-ponsored by the United Nations land parties
.
local boy hanging around auto- to grab.
a cape and make like a
:educational scientific and cultwal
The U.S. Antarctic effort, under
graph hunting.
matador. How Many bull-fight p:ca
I organization,
the overall operational command
"I have a seven-year contract tures conic along in
The United States already has in of Admiral Richar
a lifetime?"
By VERNON SCOTT'
d E. Byrd, „got
with Fox, and a spacial oneBy UNITED PRESS '
Bob's friends take pains to ,1716
United Press Staff Correspondent
If4cinte-a-year deal with -Wayne- him why
- _The. international :geophysical
he's appeared in 5
,
HOLLYWOOD, July 28 l
1-manf
i
— Fellogs. It's the best way to get bad
COME SE
E, COME SAVE
year, a project in which nearly 40
pict,lres. Here's his answer.
Robert Stack, local boy 'who
has established in .this, business."
nations will take part in 1957-38.
AT A&P
He Has To Eat
almost made good, is bucking
the
Bob say,s freelancing is fun for
"They forget I have to eat. If I will apply modern research techcalh,nt freelancing trend
with two' big stars, but not for smaller
fry had waited around for epics, I'd niqu'es at thousands of stations
long-term contracts which he
hopes with large ambitions.
around the globe.
have starved to death."
will catapult him into top
-bracket
Has Strong Competition
The data will form a massive,
Stack's best part to date was in
stardom.
"I won't really get the kind of "Tlie High
and coordinated, study of the phyThe tousle-haired actor
And The Mighty"
was born /a:As I want unless I kill of
Bill the one that set up his studio can- s:cs of the earth. its atmospihere,
n Hollywood and has haunte
d the Holden. Montgomery Clift and Martracts. He stars in "House Of ahd the kpace through( which it is
studios since he began
wearing lon Brando." he laughed.
"They Bamboo" which was released this traveling.
,
long pants. He made
two pictures seem to have the maitet
sewed month. Currently he is workin
Soviet Russia is one of the nabefore World War II
g in
and then up.
•
tions Participating.
"Good Morning, Miss Dove."
marched oft to the service
for five
-Thee t,
o!• the quickest way
Scientists hope to learn thrOugh
"It was more than a year between High And Mighty' and the coordinated observations something about the, laws that govern
"Bamboo,: " Bob said.
"Everything in Hollywood is pre- weather and climate, the jet stdicted on an actor's last picture. reams of' air at "high aitipides,
If it's good then chances for earthquakes, the eirth's ovight
a decent part the next time out and density and thq, currents that
are pretty fine. If it's. bad, you're
dead.
to • sit out the bad ones. In the
"For a local boy. I'm beginning long run an,
actor can't afford
to catch on. From now on I'll try 'cm."

Hollywood
Boy Tries
For Stardom

iiscuss
create, rapists •

liii
to

f Earth
Will'Be Made
In 1957-58.

PAGE THREE
underway this year with a cruise
AND RIGHTLY SO
by a Navy icebreaker. The advance
shore elements will arrive at the
MOUNT VERNON': III. —
Antarctic continent by sea and air
Calvin .Rctli will long rememb
er „
late this year.
the balm he took recently during a
thunderstorm. Lightning knocked
United States exports of flaxseed
a hole in the wall, eight inches
and
.
linseed oil in 1954 set a new from
Roth's head. "I saw a flash,
record. Flaxseed exports reached
the Itights went out and I jumped
9,690,356 oushels and linseed oil out of
the tub." Roth said. "I guess
exports totaled 220,775 short tons.
I wits scared "
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ThriftylAillitrs Imake_a_bee-line to A&P where_every.dep
artment_featut:es,

glues Ocitatel

VOTE FOR

bettgMartin
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•°-11Pi

forSuperinteitiolt ofPubkiinstruction
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11.1111111111
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i ttfiSUPERRIG
,
HTff_47-RIBIEND

'Pork Loin ItocatiB. 35c

READY TO ROOK RED WOLFHOUND

1,1un
_

COMPLETELY CLEANED — OVEN READ
Y

CUT-UP — TRAY PACKED

FRYER or ROASTER SIZE

PAN - READY

Turkeys ' 53c Fryers.
LB

4v

SUPER RIGHT
BLADE CUT CHUCK

Beef Roast
Beef Steak
Beef Liver
Veal Shoulder Roast
Pork Chops (
Sliced Bacon

LB.

IRO •••

SUPER RIGHT
ROUND OR SIRLOIN
FRESH-TENDER
SLICED

END
CUTS

platform:-Ful Financing and
Expailion of tbe fou_ndation
Fros7m Law.

LB.

LB. 599

CENTER
CUTS

LB.

ALLGOOD

LB.

Thick Sliced Bacon
Hams
Skinless Wieners
Canadian Bacon
Fried Fish Sticks
Shrimp

SUPER RIGHT
RIND LESS
SMOKED
( WHOLE
:2
LB. AVG.
OR BUTT LB.
SUPER RIGHT
ALL MEAT

SUPER RIGHT
CENTER SLICES

FRESH
I ROZEN

Does this mean that he-would'repeal our State Loca
l Option Laws? Would

that mean thaThe would put a— liquor store in Murray?
Don't forget that Mr. Chandler is in The whiskey busi
ness to the tune of $32,000.00 which he has refused to explain.
•

VOTE FOR
BERT COMBS FOR GOVERNOR
- AND BE SURE I.

go
CELLO

PKG.

PKG.
LB

A&P's AUGUST BARGAIN BEE FEATURES
OUTSTANDING GROCERY VALUES
•

LANC•S FRESH KOSHER

,AQT.R 25c

Dill Pickles
Apple Sauce A.

2 c".11 27e

P

Prune Plums

Grupe Juice

SULTANA

21 02
CAN

A &P

-OZ,
21
4
,

,,,r .
a
AJ-

29°

2

Watermelons

INDIANA THIN RIND
RED RIPE

Carrots

Yams

-wailrimws+c_,,
1
L

CRISP

PORTO RICAN
Swrrrs

79'

lb. 33c
lb. 29c
I LB.
BAGS

ele

2 L.. 29c

_

CANS

8-OZ

CANS..

2

SULTANA

CAN

OZ.
CANS

A & P

Morton's Pies 4 99C
PIES

Lemonade MixTREESWEET
Lima Beans
Strawberries

4
49e
2p... 39'
C
SA
CN
L
S

LE VAL' EY
FORDHOOK

10 02

2 pI.I.°37. 49(

BLUEGRASS

A&P's SUPERIOR SANDWICH MAKINGS
QT.
JAR

ANN PAGE
JANE
PARKER

PKG.

ors
aa 12-02.
•CANS

ARMOUR
ANN PAGE

PT.

55'
19'
$100
29'

MEL-0-BIT PASTEURIZED PROCESS
AMERICAN or PIMENTO

Cheese Slices
Butter

:
I KL
GB

29C
L. 61°

SILVERBROOK ROLL

Ched--0-Bit Amen. Cheese Food lb.
45c

AUGUST

woman's day

STILL
ONLY

7c

Cashmere Bouquet
25'
Spry Shortening IC-LB 35' 3 CAN 89'
Palmolive Soap 3X,1-Z 26' 21'3AAT4 25'
25!
Sweetheart Soap 3rliki7 26'2
TDC)L
AF
P1"38
21Ell
• -2
:
111k/
-W

BsA TR,
IZ E

BABY
STRAINED
F
FOOD

5

Paramount Pickles _ K`1)11'.7".-n
f
areeze Detergent
1.C;
PVC,

/
•/I

JARS

47C

PT
'

23'

GIANT
PKG.

69'

Cheddar Cheese
Swiss Cheese tu.

FRESH
MILD

L. 470
L. 59e

A&P's AUGUST BARGAIN BEE FEATURES
OUTSTANDING BAKERY VALUES!
JANE PARKER

Danish Ring
Lemon Pie 8"
Giant Jelly Roll
White Bread
Potato Chips
Sandwich Cookies
Spice Drop Cookies

REC.
39e

PARKE
JANE R

JANE PARKER
20 OZ. LOAF
JANE
PARKER
JAM; PARKER
5 VARIETIES
JANE
PARKER

39°
EA. 49e
170
55'
190
45°

STILL
ONLY

PIG,

All Prices In This Ad Effective Throug
h Saturday, August 6th

p.
-7
.
1 111

E0

33c

It CE.
PIG'

•

•

Ea

tA

JANE PARKER

•

- co ey PA DE D— Co 0)Y Fh

EA,

Cherries, sweet
Grapes, red or white

TURKEY - BEEF or CHICKEN

43
"-Oz. 27c
25c
2

Tuna Flakes
Pineapp.le Juice AP
CREAM
C
WHITSETYLE

Libbys

45-C

FROZEN FOODS

Cherries

Mayonnaise
Sandwich Buns
Chopped Beef
Sandwich Spread

LW.
VENT
VIEW
BAG

WANES 2lbs. 39e

RED SOUR PITTED

orn

10

Lux Liquid Detergent 1L.)4.37'2Z-11- 65'

4

py

LB.

li
CEB
APTPI„
JO
BA
HT
N

MED.
SIZE

Potatoes

ilittNO-CtWthose t- tiou4.s,s MIAs§ —±Ilitmptolta7 scoffs lit -ch----equat
In
Sonoma, Calif. self-proclaimed canine champ of
the 'chessboard.
Ile claims he can rook any Russian wolfhound
who tholes up.for
the .-Valley of the Moon,
'e-hei,..1 festival Aug. 14. (Ixternational)

I Tappy Chandler, who has• refused to say where
he will get this money, has
three alternatives: a gross receipt sales tax; a raise
in taxes on real estate; a raise
in personal income tax; or by mean of state-owned
liquor stores.

c

SHANK
PORT.

HOME CROWN WHITE

/au
r

One of the main Issues in the Governor's race is
110W each of the candidates will provide the money to finance t he school prog
ram Bert Combs, who has
NEVER committed himself to ANY K1 ND of a gene
ral sales tax, states that he
will work with the Legislative Research Committee
and the LegIslature which
YOU elect to provide the money.

6

2-lb. p....99g
590)
49g
45'
59'
spo
,,__j
$310)
63'

FARM-FRESH_ FRUITS AND VEGETABL
E&

THE TRUTH WILL
MAKE YOU FREE

t Buren

LB.

SUPER
n RICHT
(

Co-AUTHOR,FOUNDATION PROGRAM
•DIRECTOR OF F1NAPJCE, STATE
DEPARTMENT r."F EDUCATION
•'VETERAN,WORLD WAR II

-;
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BACKSTAIRS AT THE

,JEZBALL' GRIPS SOVIET FARM DELEGATION

WH:TEHOUSB
By MERRIMAN SMITH
United Press White Beebe Writer
WASHINGTON ;VI — Backstairs
at the White Hollb*.
it
was at tile
windup of the
recent 1341 }our-meeting in Geneva.
ewo lower ecnelon members in
tile American delegation staff were
talking about tne euot,s ot a particularly well - known Arner,can
correspondent to get a visa to
Rusaaa.
"Hes probably trying to get the
visa in time for President Eisenhower s trip to Moscow,'•.said one
of the stall., members with a perfectly serious face.

,SMOKED TENDERIZED

While this would seem to be
more facetious than factual for the
ninient, it still was Mr. Eisen- I
•
1
hewer. himself. who told America
last Mohuay night that, there was
"the greatest possible degree of
agreement" at Geneva sin a greater
flow of travel between East and
West.
If the President is so desirous of
greater travel between this country and Russia, he could take the ,
Lead lianself—but prabably won't.
The Russian leaders undoubtedly,
would have to visit' Washington
first. In. all iaL_the_ international
meetings of the past on the 4:;..
of state level, it has been t..t.
Anierican who flew either into or
near the Russian prtni.

MEMIMIS OF THE SOVIET farm delegation visiting the
by action of a baseball
game in Omaha. N:11, as they sit in the Omaha ardtnftf
dugout. At first they were reluctant to
drop regular tour business for such an event, but the photo
indicates they don't regret the decision. From kft: Car,:inals' pitcher Gordon Jones; Bons
Sokolev, corn expert; MUthall Lopulthin.
Tess correspondent; Petr Babm.ndra, director of one
of the Soviet's largest state farms; Boris Say.
t•ty
Sr,v:er eate
corssIon.
(1nteennti,w0/

Tray-Packed

1

WORTHMORE BACON

-Colorful figures that they are, if
4 Messrs, Bulganin, Khrushehev and
Zhukav decided to visit the Um*
States, they would constitute •
. of the" greatest erowd attract.
of many years. lust as Mr. &stil/lower would in Moscow.

lb. 39e

OLEOMARGARINE ---- lb. 19e 4

i

6 for 19e

l
4

Mr. Eisenhower must' have had
the sound engineers half-daffy dur- I
iit
ing his Monday n.ght broadcast. 1
=TOD= 113 I3-mInute speech,'
he fiddled constantly with nis
giasses. „banging them on his desk 1
and frequently hitting the tips of
the ear pieces together as he
4
i sought
to emphasize
particular
points...
--N. The President); delivery.and performance were convincingly natural,
1 but he seemed unusually "busy" .
as he played with ha glasses.
shuffled' notes on his desk .,: •
, kept pcking his thumb into a ',...i.
vest pocket.
I

All SUMMER MERCHANDISE

With Bottles
All Flavors

l

liF NS DRESSES'drrs-T"'"'

‘k

$id

Goes at this price

Reg
$5.98

Reg.
.

$3.98

SW111 SUITS

Our costs have been forgot- $
ten—there'll be a sell out

GIRLS SWINI SLITS

Sizes 1 to 14—lots of

$

Reg.

VALUES
TO $5 98

VALUES
TO $2.9;

PLAY WFkR
•

88

sty's& assd colors - hurry!

wig II0NIENS SKIRTS--Asohuger rackfi4 full—every
Reg. to - WOMEN'S
$3.98

f

$1177

sacrificed Bermuda $177
shorts and pedal pushers
we've

BARGAIN TABLE

From every dept.
in the store

BARGAIN.TABLE

From every dept.
in the store

LEMONS
per doz.19e

The chartered press plane that I
accompanied Mr. Eisenhower to
Geneva did not exactly accompany him back. The big TWA s•.:•,
carrying a much heavier load t
the President's aircraft. started
-the niettrrr- -tronr- Gyneva at, ...
.30 eninutes late tTecau:c the plane
I had to be held for Press Secretary
James C Hazertv.
When the Preesi 7prinrlanded- at
Prestwick Scotlanch for gas, Mr
lisenhower's plar.e was refueled
and ready to go. The press ship •
I would have been off in a hurry.
too, but the truck haulm( gas for
the plane broke down tar on toe
other side e the field.
Rather than wait all nigist
a new truck. tiic press par.:. •
flew to Shannon. Ireland. far
am: on to Gander. Newfolandj:.
for a,ther refueling stop.
Mr Eisenhower. meanwhile. h
tailed it for Bangor. Maine. vii
he refueled and beat the press i
Wasi•:ine.,•-: by •f".-erzil hout.

1

$1

50'

CANTALOUPES
13e each
TONY

CRACKERS Dog Foo(i -3cans 95

'United Nations'

WOMENS SHOES
Reg.

MENS-

$3.98

BOYS

Reg. to
$8.98

big table full. These
on't last long!
A

CANVAS OXFORDS
BED SPREADS You

$1"

CHENILLE

BLUE PLATE

ALCOHOLA

MORE F OEN
YOUR MONEY

won't believe $

BLUE PLATE

price 41L

Special!
Reg. MENS
50c

DRESS SOCKS

100'. Nylon, summer
colors, sizes 10 to 134 Pr's. $1.

LARGE
SILVER DUST

41=•

)1ENS -STRAW

Itt9r
$2 9:o ME."

HATS

SPORT SHIRTS

Reg. to
$3.98 (ARLS

DRESSES

Sacrificed? Yes! But

all

must sell

Salad Dressing qt. 29
With This Coupon
"Zia/WUKAgaVA:41.4.V.40,VAllajiaMML-S

COI PON
Cannon Face
--',THIS
1
COUPON WORTH
Cloth
I 10e
lee
With Each

$1")

Short sleeves, whitps $10
0

fancies. Quitting all at

On 1 Qt. Blue Plate Salad
Dressing, reg. price
39c

Package
2 for

149 $927 $297

fG
oret screhadly,

49c

,-(rhoprirrrmrrpncr-rm-rinnrirh

01111P'

SHOPS and SAVE STORE
ON THE 'SQUARE

Peanut Butter 12-°z. 37c

9e

49

this terrific low

Mayonnaise ---- qt.69c

RUBBING

New!
is

Washable blue, $948
brown, 2-tone

HELLMANN'S

19e

---ar..-

ACROSS FROM THE POST OFFICE

A BEAUTEOUS smile like Mary
Lou Lazor's speaks an International language as she displays
an international bracelet in
cleveland. Designer Bob Henfield calls It :"The United Nations." It carries emblems of
United Nations members in
iin!ernatiogoli

s
1
\
1
GROCERY
v./

11
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THE LEtiGER AND TIME

S, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
A well-informed student of Chiru,
"man of peace," is stepnese affairs in Singapore described
The idea is for 100.000 Indians
to India attained its independence
ping up his attempt to force Por- flow
the situation as follows:
across the border into Portu- that France
and Portugal give up
tugal
to
give
up
colonie
its
little
s eu.-se Goe in suppurt of
"It the United States recognizes
the Indian their possessions on the Indian
on his country's West Coast,
Communist China or if Communist
government's demand for the ter- peninsu
la.
In his latest move, Nehru has itory's
China is admitted to the United
"liberation."
ordered Portugal to close its legeNations, you can be sure the ChiIf the Indians go through with
France, beset by troubles in LnHen in New Delhi, the Indian capi- their plan, there
•
nes!' will take over all the small
may ,Ne serieus dochlna and North Afigt
:
a, gave up
tal, by next Maday.
countries which thus far have entrouble.
its Rani- colonies last Otiober.,
Indian political elements are plantoyed 6eedorn and independence.
Portuga
l
has
refused firmly to
partugal has announced its inning a mass- "peaceful" invasion . tention to
!Sy EARNEST HOBER
defend its territory and give up its colonies of Goa, Damao
ECHT'
14" "The large Chinese populations
of
the
United Preset Staff Corres
largest
and
Diu- They total 1,537 square
of the colonies Os troops have been given
pondent in the various countries of Southorders
By CHARLES M. Met AV\
on Aug. IS, which is the eij,hth to that
miles in area and have about 840,TOKYO (1P -- Many of the
effect:Unit- east Asia will have increased pres- United Press Staff ('a
penden
t
ed States's anti-Communi
anniver
sary of Indian inclopend000 people.
Started Early Demands
st allies tige, backing and confidence. The
Prime Minister Jawaharlal -Neh- ence.
in Asia came ;c! the
Nehru started demands soon after - Nehru'
reluctant con- tide .of .Chinese expansion, directed
s argument is that the
clusion today that Washing
ton- • is from Peiping and Moscow, will be
day cf colonies is past and that
movmg 'closet to recogni
impossi
ble
to
'halt."
tion of
there must be no foreign footholds
Communist China.
Just the bare fact of sitting down
on India.
And the Asians, who have
been with the Chinese Communists at
Portugal's position is ,that it has
Urged by the United States
to. re- Geneva was 'considered a bad sign
held the little territories for more
sist Communism, cannot
under- by anti-Communists in Asia for
than 400 yews and that its people
stild U.S. willingness to negotia
te twc reasons:
do not want to be forced under
•
With the Thinese Reds.
1. It tendtc to give the Peiping
Indian rule.
The talks opening today in
Ge- government status and import
Nehru has said that he will not
ance
neva between U.S. and Rea
Chi- equal to that of Soviet Russia
with
go to war to "get Goa, Damao and
nese ambassadors were seen
as a whom the Big Three recentl
Diu.
y constrong indication of further Washferred.
Nehru Sounded Tough
ington -Peiping talks at the foreign
2. It revived memories of the
But Nehru soundea pretty tough
ministers level.
Indochina conference in Geneva
when tie said at a press conferThe Chinese Nationalists and the which
was a major de/eat for the
ence in New Delhi on July 19:
South Koreans, both of wham
have free world.
"Let the world take iotice, let
put armies in the field against
For other Asiatic nations the
the Atlantic powers take notice,
firxes. said the •United States was Geneva convers
ations were seen
that we will tolerate no nonsense
moving step by step, issue by i.sae, as the
THE USAF REPUBLIC *F-84H experimental turboprop tighter plane
only logical course to be
about Goa from wherever It comes,
is shown on Its maiden flight
over
California. A turboprop plane uses jet power to turn
toward recognition of the Peiping taken by the
propellers. This one is designed to
United Stites.
Ing power 'or small."
test feast."'
Inlay of supersonic propellers on turboprop
. zeginie.
fighters for operational service with the U.
Most lavish praise came from
Also, Nehru's Congress Party has
S. Air Force:
Test pilot Henry G. Bealrd, Jr., stayed aloft 36 minute
An important FiLpirrn leader rms- India where Feline
s at 20.000 feet. The single-seater has
Minister Jawanot crucially ap.paved the plan
a range
of 2,000 miles, is sal..1 te be the fastest single engine propell
cd the question in a private con- ' ballet
er driven plane ever built. (Zaternatienua
Nehru has been instrumento stage a "peaceful" 'invasion of
li
servation, on the matter
tal in getting the two sides togetl"Is the p:inciple of negotiation er.
and compromise—or co - existence
Burma. whose • Premier U
by any other name—in.:re import- was reporte
d to have brought .
ant than the principle of right lind the possibil
ity of the curt.
ogong?'
during his American tour, g
1Drie of the chief fears concerned the talks
with enthusiasm.
the 10 million overseas Chinese
Pakistan. Indonesia, Ceylon, evt
living in Asiatic nations other than the tiny countri
es of Afghanis!
China and what might happen if and Nepal,
saw the _Geneva tall.
the United States finally rec.:F- a start in the right directi
on if
T.:sea Red China.
not a cureall to Asia problems.

U.S. Closer To
Recognition
Of China

Nehru Wants
Colonists
To Leave

PAGE FIVE
Goa. But some party members
neighbor Pakistan.
say that government pronounceAt home, he is fighting an anments on the pm' are so ,vague
rebellion by the head - hunt.
that they intend to take part.
tribesman of northeaster!: Inc!
Nehru certainly is a busy man. and 600 Sikhs in the
Punjii.,
He is trying to be a factor in have been jailed for
demand:
United States-Communist Chinese separate Sikh state.
negotiations. He is trying to form
These are "seif-determinataxi
on Asian-Africa,
neutralist bloc. movements. Nehru believe
s in selfAt tlaa same time he is embroiled determi
nation, but he wants to do
constantly in -disputes with Indta's
the determining himsel
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FASTEST SINGLE PROrELLER PLANE EVER
BUILT
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ARKER'S FOOD
MARKET

—

Free Parking
200 tO

300 MILES
HIGH
18,000MPIs

tibesseed
ne441019,

1931
A P.ccord
.51,458 ft.

1935
Stevens,
Anderson
72,395 ft
a
.

1932
A. Piccord

Than
Cloverleaf

WITH THE NEW atNtitt, ectAitt
3 WAYS BETTER
Islok•s delicious nonf•t
milk, rich, tangy buttermilk
2. foods look bmt•r, tost•
better and or• bott•r for
you.
I

3

1934
3. Prccord
57,579 ft.

HIGH QUALITY

•ItAMshank--Pertien
Butt Portion

lb. 49c

NABISCO
39c

All Flavors

JELLO
3 for 25c

•••••• Sm.

/Ml. Everest,
, 29,141 ft.

Godchaux

$ea Laval

SUGAR
4 THIS CHART shows how the earth-satellite
to be built by the United
States and

10 lb. Rag 95c

launched by mid-1957 will out-distance all previou
s ascents by man. The small "moon" will
he built at a cost of .about
$10,000,000 and will be approximately the
size of a basketball. It
will circle the earth every 90 minute
s at an altitude of between
200 and 300 miles at a speed of 18,000
miles au hour.(Central Press)
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CURED

Sliced— rray Packed

Jowl, s

LB. 19e
10 lb*

39c

WESSON Oft
PINT

38e

Cherry

iTGNk
A r G ARINE
ICE CREAM CHE SEMIS
„Dr-Jr...UAL 59c
Cannon Dish Towel
/
1
2-gal 69(.
In Every Box

lb. 19e

Park Lane

for

Cassius M.

MUFFET

CLAY

SPREAD

for

PARAMOUNT

ATTORNEY
GENERAL

CATSUP,
14 oz.
19c

A Successful Lawyer—

CORikEAilE AL

WAXTEX
WAX
PAPER

25c III YEt IT FLOUR

Insist on
* Unafraid

10 lb. bag 59e
25 L.
BAG

Ham Salad -

CLAY IS EXDORSED BY FOUR
RAILWAY BROTHERHOODS

5-°z* jar
29e
MOR Lunch Meat - - 12-oz. - -39e

Kentucky Needs II:4 hulunicill and Experi
ence

DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY—AUG. 6
This idurrtisrment eforitribisted
Friends of CASSIt S NI. CLAY

Reef Stew - - - 16-0z- - - -.39e

T•rIllft.

CLOVERLEAF
MILK 13-0z. 29c

WILSON MEATS

As a mem-her- of the 1954 Legislature. voted by the
news re
porters who tovered the session one of the twn
"most valuable
members of the House from a public standpoint."

.e/t4nY
YOU vela

149

Birdseve Rhubarb - - - - 16-oz. 95t,
12-oz,
Birdseye Sliced Peaches 1°-ca. 95e
39c Birdseye Chick. or Turk,Pies 25e

BUG KILLER

One of the active leaders of the Committee of
One Thousand
when, In 1917. it sie,essfully opposed the
calling of a State
constitutional Convention. and. Chairman
of the same Com
mIttee. 'when, In 1951, it successfully opposed
the proposed
Amendment to the Kentucky Constitution which
would hay'•
allowed a number of amendments to be groupe
d together as a
"park:age" on whit h the voter would be allowed
only a single
vote.

Guranteed,

21b. box 59e

FROZEN. FOODS

PETER
PAN

:REM-KILL

Chairman of the Boutbon County Citizens Commit
tee with+
assisted in the esposure of the hanotstuffing
fraud in the 194,
election and In the purging of voter's registration
rolls.
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Plenty of milk for only
EIGHT CENTS A QUART!
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